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SERPO is the acronym of the most important secret operation ever made: the SERPO
project. The “Scientific Exchange Reticulian Planet Operation” has been launched under
the Kennedy administration by a secret group acting outside the Constitution of the
United States of America. What became a secret satellite government was founded under
the Truman administration and took the name of MJ12. SERPO is one of the 5 planets
controlled by the EBEN (also called « short grays ») of Zeta Reticuli, a stellar system
with two stars like the Sun, located at about 38 light years from the Earth. The EBEN had
crashed their liaison flying saucers at the end of the 40ties, notably the famous crash near
Roswell. 12 astronauts have been members of this exchange programme between J- (J
rod - Zeta Reticuli in telepathic language) and the Americans, in 1965. The United States
have signed a shame secret treaty with this extraterrestrial civilization. Much later, after
the return of 8 astronauts in 1978, 2 having died during the mission, and a couple having
stayed on « Serpo », the relations between the players became tragic. These players were
the Americans and their faithful British family, their French friends leading many others
behind them on one hand, and the Reticulians on the other hand. At Earth side, fascist
structures hidden from the citizens maintained in the ignorance and stupidity who believe
that extraterrestrial aliens are a joke or a fake; at J- side a powerful collective system in
which the Free Will of 18 billion of beings is seriously compromised. At both sides a
serious breach to the rules of the Multiverse. The Soviets who turned their back to Our
Lady and her son had themselves engaged in relations with other Grays coming from the
Orion system, aliens manipulating the religions and enemy to J. These Grays carried all
the elements of an interplanetary conflict on the Earth. The September 11, 2001 was the
day on which the leaders of J gave a lesson to the « bearers of false gifts » (Crabwood
message) by setting their attack over the one organized by the manipulated Islamists.
Confronted to the disaster, President George W. Bush remained paralyzed in front of the
camera recording the scene in a school. This gave later credit to the conspiracy theory, a
governmental fascist conspiracy leading… nowhere. Nothing would be the same after the
9-11, for the centuries and centuries, followed in France by the September 21st, but not
because of an organization called « the Light » who sends the message of the Prophet
back into the darkness of ignorance.
J justified their attack against the WTC (nuclear bombs with quantum disintegration
producing deadly toxic powder; assisted by invisible-to-the-eyes space vehicles) and their
threat, by declaring their political statement in the crop circle of Crabwood made on 15
August 2002. The message is in the hand of an alien with the symbol of J represented by
the 5 points (Zeta planets) above his right shoulder. They namely declare « we oppose
deception ». Inside the message composed by the last surviving American astronaut (her
face appeared in the crop circle of Chibolton in August 2001 near the response to
Arecibo) the astronaut inserted her own secret message through the letters in upper case
wrongly placed. Her message is:
FOOL PASSENGERS IN CLOCK LOOP. EBEN AVOIDING ME. I DIE. SERPO PROJECT.

Many voices had raised to say that the 9-11 was a gigantic deception, namely many
French, servants of the Liberty for centuries. But no-one was able to say were the planes
not crashed against the Pentagon or in Pennsylvania had vanished. The USAF astronaut

had just brought the answer, before dying alone among the EBEN who had attacked
Manhattan. These ones were avoiding her because they got fear at the level of their souls.
This doctor from the Air Force that her eight colleagues had seen changed to a mystic
according to their judgment, had become the daughter of a Sentinel of the Great Veil.
From another density of the Multiverse, the Einstein/Veneziano universe being a sphere
rotating on itself and composed of one unique element of the same kind (the First
Element), soldiers of a supreme power called the Sentinels sent the same message to all:
“we oppose deception”. This statement included a promise from the highest spiritual
authority: the sanctioning of the souls. This supreme power has the capability to
« travel » into the potential future and to modify the chain of events by using an
intervention called the “butterfly effect”. This power has also its saying on the allocation
of the souls regarding their next reincarnation. Then, it reminds to all without exception,
the sacred character of the Free Will rule.
Mélodie-Foo continues her mission. She did not come from so far away to simply rule a
neighborhood problem between two solar systems. The Grays “the bearers of false gifts”
and the human Elite who did to its own people what no race of monkeys would do to
their own race have conducted the children of the Sun into great danger. The leaders have
so much lied, deceived, abused their almost 7 billion world citizens that all the souls
(spiritual minds) are at risk to be relocated to another sector of the universe. It is not
acceptable, and it won’t be accepted that the Earth planet with its rich diversity, becomes
another Mars planet.
The ambassador of the Monde des Deux Bleues has pursued the task of her parents,
setting the end to the deception in order to prevent the aliens of Zeta Reticuli and the
other Grays to take power on the Earth. The people of J were the only ones to bring the
truth, their truth. Humanity wakes up and realizes that it hates lies and liars. The biggest
political revolution of all times on Earth comes up. The stupid human beings understand
that death is just a passage, and that it is the only true thing ever taught them by the
religions, with no real conviction. They also understand that their political leaders were
deceivers managed by evil who had been abused, their military commanders with blood
of the righteous men on their hands, their most informed scientists without ethic, and
their religious leaders without love, and true faith in God.
However, Mélodie can’t oppose the free will, even if supported by the Sentinels.
According to the laws of the Monde des Deux Bleues, it is not possible to impose reason
by force. The highly advanced civilizations manage the beings that are alive, not the
cemeteries. A Sentinel directly linked to Serpo and the EBEN of Zeta Reticuli has been
sent in mission on the Earth to help the Children of the Immaculate Conception, further to
her request. The Sentinel continues the mission that his daughter entrusted, herself under
the benevolent attention of Our Lady.
Further to the grace expressed by the Patroness of the United States of America since the
13th of May 1846, Our Lady watching with great care on her children, the Sentinels had
then intervened. Hence any spiritual entity inter acting with the Earth or on Earth would
enter into the space time field controlled by the Sentinels through the butterfly effect. As

advised by John, disciple of the son of the Immaculate Conception, a tremendous event
would happen: the Apocalypse. In the sky of the solar system a new star was shining
more and more. The envoy of the Sentinels had received full authority to drive a vehicle
with a power unknown to the insiders of the Great Secret. The power of the vehicle could
launch the Apocalypse, and lead to another destination through the potential future. The
vehicle capable to deeply modify the potential future in evolution bears the sign of the
Immaculate Conception. She was a “contactee”, the matrix for the Original Energy to
establish the direct “contact”, twenty one centuries before. The Sentinel turned the key of
the vehicle, and all the butterflies took off…

